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About Fred Marcus, 5/16/24-6/25/02
Fred Marcus, for whom this Holocaust lecture series is named, spent the war years in Shanghai, China as a refugee from Nazi Germany. An outstanding Jewish educator, he spoke frequently about the Holocaust to schools, organizations and church groups. For more information about Fred and Jews in Shanghai, visit www.fredmarcusmemorialwebsite.com.

SAVE THE DATE: SUNDAY, MARCH 13, 2011
9TH ANNUAL FRED MARCUS MEMORIAL HOLOCAUST LECTURE
The 9th Annual Fred Marcus Memorial Holocaust Lecture will take place on Sunday, March 13, 2011 at 4 p.m. We hope you will join us for another outstanding program. The speaker and venue will be announced in the next few months, so watch for details.

THE HOLOCAUST AWARENESS INSTITUTE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF DENVER’S CENTER FOR JUDAIC STUDIES PRESENTS
THE 8TH ANNUAL FRED MARCUS MEMORIAL HOLOCAUST LECTURE

REMEMBERING LIFE:
A Moving Exploration of the Holocaust through Photos
FEATURING DR. ANN WEISS
MARCH 14, 2010

Remembering the past, honoring the present, and educating the future towards the goal of Tikkun Olam (Repairing the World).
8TH ANNUAL
FRED MARCUS MEMORIAL HOLOCAUST LECTURE

Sunday, March 14, 2010 • 4:00 p.m.
Infinity Park Event Center, International Ballroom

Please join us for a kosher reception following the presentation.

Ann Weiss will be signing her book
The Last Album: Eyes from the Ashes of Auschwitz-Birkenau
at the reception.

REMEMBERING LIFE:
A Moving Exploration of the Holocaust through Photos

Featuring Dr. Ann Weiss

Dr. Ann Weiss’s fascinating presentation will recount the discovery of the only known surviving collection of photos from a transport of Jews to Auschwitz and her 20-year journey researching the stories behind these photos. These are the very photos that Jews chose for their own remembering. And they are photos of life, not of death: Sweethearts falling in love. Babies. School outings. Wedding portraits. Photos of life, when life was still innocent. Ann will show these precious photos and tell stories about the people in them. She will also sign copies of her book, The Last Album: Eyes from the Ashes of Auschwitz-Birkenau, during the reception. To read about Ann and her project, go to www.thelastalbum.org